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MA0009 - Northern Air raid Shelter

MA0010 - RAF Ibsley Control Tower

MA0013 - Southern Stanton Shelter

MA0014 - RAF Ibsley Airmen Barrack Hut
MA0026 - Q2 Embarkation Hard (1)

MA0026 - Q2 Embarkation Hard (2)

MA0037 - MA1380 Section Post

MA0038 - MA1428 Totton Pillbox
MA0038 - MA1429 Totton Pillbox

MA0039 - Type FW3-22 Pillbox

MA0071 - Yew Tree Heath HAA battery

MA0074 - Stone Point Battery (1)
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MA0074 - Stone Point Battery (2)

MA0077 - RAF Ibsley Stanton Shelter

MA0081 - RAF Ibsley DF station air-raid shelter

MA0081 - RAF Ibsley DF station
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MA0085 - Highball bouncing bomb remains

MA0085 - MA0590 Concrete Arrow

MA0085 - MA0590 Concrete Marker

MA0085 - MA0595 Target Marker
MA0085 - MA0596 Line Target from SubPen

MA0085 - MA0596 Line Target to SubPen

MA0085 - MA0599 Ministry of Home Security Target - Exposed Concrete

MA0085 - MA0599 Ministry of Home Security Target - Post clearance
MA0085 - MA0599 Ministry of Home Security Target - Pre clearance (2)

MA0085 - MA0599 Ministry of Home Security Target - Pre clearance

MA0085 - MA0614 Fragmentation Target - Letter D

MA0085 - MA1018 Illuminated target
MA0085 - MA1151 No1 Wall Target

MA0085 - MA1152 No3 Wall Target (2)

MA0085 - MA1152 No3 Wall Target

MA0085 - MA1155 Observation and Camera shelter - Back
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MA0085 - MA1155 Observation and Camera shelter - Front

MA0085 - MA1160 Bomb Craters (1)

MA0085 - MA1160 Bomb Craters (2)

MA0085 - MA1160 Bomb Craters (3)
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MA0085 - MA1609
Longbottom Range (1)

MA0085 - MA1609 Longbottom Range (2)

MA0085 - Pile of surplus chalk used to redress targets

MA0085 - Upkeep Bouncing Bomb remains
MA0115 - RAF Ibsley Battle Command Headquarters

MA0141 - MA1470 Possible NAAFI Hut

MA0199 - Hinton Admiral Pillbox

MA0221 - Walkford Rail Pillbox
MA0226 - Beaulieu Shooting In Butt

MA0234 - MA0236 RAF Beaulieu Ancillary Site No.5 (1)

MA0234 - MA0236 RAF Beaulieu Ancillary Site No.5 (2)

MA0234 - MA0237 RAF Beaulieu WAAF Communal Site
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MA0234 - MA0661 Ancillary Site

MA0234 - MA1472 Bomb Storage Area (1)

MA0234 - MA1472 Bomb Storage Area (2)

MA0234 - MA1473 Beaulieu Site No. 6
MA0234 - MA1479 Water Tower

MA0234 - MA1611 RAF Beaulieu Battle Headquarters

MA0234 - Memorial to Sq Ldr Sleep 1989.

MA0234 - RAF Beaulieu Airfield Remaining runway
MA0234 - RAF Beaulieu concrete pundit code

MA0234 – RAF Beaulieu Perimeter road

MA0234 - Runway light unit

MA0240 - Area of concrete in staff accommodation area
MA0240 - Setley POW Camp - Concrete entrance path

MA0240 - Setley POW Camp general view

MA0245 - Concrete pad

MA0245 - Supply camp - Balmer Lawn
MA0245 - Concrete remains

MA0245 - Poss Engine mount

MA0252 - Wootton Bridge Depot

MA0259 - Hag Hill Anti-Aircraft Battery
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MA0311 - Holmsley South Airfield - Gun Position

MA0311 - Holmsley South Airfield - Inspection Pit

MA0311 - Holmsley South Airfield - Runway

MA0311 - Holmsley South HFDF (1)
MA0311 - Holmsley South HFDF (2)

MA0311 - MA1474 Battle Headquarters (1)

MA0311 - MA1474 Battle Headquarters (2)

MA0311 - MA1474 Battle Headquarters (3)
MA0311 - MA1475 Bomb Storage Area (1)

MA0314 - Beaulieu Road - Furzey Brow Depot - Concrete pad

MA0311 - MA1475 Bomb Storage Area (2)

MA0314 - Beaulieu Road - Furzey Brow Depot (2)
MA0314 - Beaulieu Road - Furzey Brow Depot

MA0319 - Longdown Starfish Decoy SF17A

MA0320 - Black Down Trenches

MA0350 - Culverley Searchlight Battery
MA0442 - King’s Garden Military Site

MA0443 - Bratley Plain anti-glider obstacles

MA0454 - Mogshade Hill Anti-Aircraft Battery

MA0479 - Matley Heath searchlight battery
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MA0510 - Acres Down & Pilmore Gate Heath Range

MA0510 - Acres Down & Pilmore Gate Heath

MA0531 - Millyford Bridge Camp - Concrete Building Platforms

MA0531 - Millyford Bridge Camp - Concrete
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MA0531 - Millyford Bridge Camp - Portuguese Fireplace

MA0531 - Millyford Bridge Camp - Pit

MA0628 - MA0636 Searchlight Battery Site

MA0628 - Stoney Cross Airfield (1)
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MA0628 - Stoney Cross Airfield (6)

MA0628 - Stoney Cross Airfield (7)

MA0628 - Stoney Cross Airfield (8)

MA0628 - Stoney Cross Airfield (9)
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MA0628 - Stoney Cross Airfield (10)

MA0628 - Stoney Cross Airfield (11)

MA1009 - Millersford Range (1)

MA1009 - Millersford Range (2)
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MA1009 - Millersford Range (3)

MA1009 - Millersford Range (4)

MA1009 - Millersford Range (5)

MA1009 - Millersford Range (6)
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MA1019 - Black Heath Searchlight Position

MA1075 - Christchurch Pill Box

MA1088 - Hurst Castle (1)
MA1088 - Hurst Castle (2)

MA1088 - Hurst Castle (3)

MA1088 - Hurst Castle (4)

MA1093 - Braxton Pillbox
MA1094 - Everton Grange Pillbox

MA1096 - Fawley Pillbox

MA1141 - Badminton Common Air Raid Shelters

MA1288 - Denny Lodge Starfish Decoy SF17B (1)
MA1288 - Denny Lodge Starfish Decoy SF17B (2)

MA1316 - MA1599 Fuel Pump House

MA1331 - Needs Ore ALG

MA1357 - Mulberry Harbour Construction Site (1)
MA1357 - Mulberry Harbour Construction Site (2)

MA1357 - Mulberry Harbour Construction Site (3)

MA1357 - Mulberry Harbour Construction Site (4)

MA1360 - Sowley Anti-Aircraft Battery (Beaulieu 32) (1)
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MA1360 - Sowley Anti-Aircraft Battery (Beaulieu 32) (2)

MA1366 - Q Embarkation Hard (1)

MA1366 - Q Embarkation Hard (2)

MA1376 - White Moor Rifle Range (1)
MA1376 - White Moor Rifle Range (2)

MA1376 - White Moor Rifle Range (3)

MA1376 - White Moor Rifle Range (4)

MA1377 - Ashley Pillbox
MA1378 - Taddiford Pillbox

MA1379 - White House Pillbox

MA1399 - Everton Grange Pillbox

MA1400 - Bashley Pillbox
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MA1425 - Lymington Pillbox

MA1435 - Roydon Woods (1)

MA1435 - Roydon Woods (2)

MA1436 - Beaulieu Anti-Tank Island (1)
MA1436 - Beaulieu Anti-Tank Island (2)

MA1436 - Beaulieu Anti-Tank Island (3)

MA1436 - Beaulieu Anti-Tank Island (4)

MA1437 - Roughdown Air Raid Shelter
MA1438 - Badminton Common Air Raid Shelter

MA1439 - Sprat’s Down Air Raid Shelter

MA1448 - Ashurst Air Raid Shelter

MA1449 - Buttsash Shelter
MA1467 - Lower Exbury AA Position Bofors gun pit

MA1468 - Lower Exbury AA Position Barrage Balloon Winch

MA1471 - Lower Exbury AA Position Silo

MA1524 - Penerley Woods (1)
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MA1524 - Penerley Woods (2)

MA1606 - Coastal Observation Post

MA1607 - Coastal Observation Post

MA1610 - Stoney Cross Barrow (1)
MA1610 - Stoney Cross Barrow (2)

MA1610 - Stoney Cross Barrow (3)
Some 3D computer reconstructions of WWII sites and features

Ashley Walk - Air to Ground Target

Ashley Walk - Illumination Target Arrow

Ashley Walk - Ministry of Home Security Target

Ashley Walk - Observation Towers
Ashley Walk - Ship Target

Ashley Walk - Wall Target No1 & 2

Ashley Walk - Wall Target No3
RAF Ibsley DF Station - Accommodation Hut

RAF Ibsley DF Station - with Markers

RAF Ibsley DF Station

Nissen Hut - 16ft Span 36ft Long
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Setley POW Camp 65 - Post War Site Plan

Setley POW Camp 65 - Site Plan

Setley POW Camp 65 - Main Gate

Setley POW Camp 65 - Officer Quarters
Setley POW Camp 65 - Oil Painting View

Setley POW Camp 65 - PoW Quarters